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 The topic of this thesis the politicical and Economic Relations BetweenEgypt and Sudan During the period "1969-1981 " is of a vital importancebecause that the peoples of the two countries have their deep root in theirhistorical relation which has many aspacts .first of all the natural geographicalvanity which formed what so called (wadi an- Nil) Nile valley .other factorscorroborated this vanity such as Islamic bond , Arabian language ,link and vitalmutual interests in both sides material and ideal .   The thesis, long stretch of time started with the up heaval that took place in 25of may 1969 which brought   AL-Nomiri to the zenith of power .His coming putareal termination for any kind of areal opposition and rule the country as hewant .so his era witness a closely connected relation with Egypt .this spell wasended with AL-Saddat assassination on 6th .October1981.       The present study consists of an introduction, four chapters and conclusion.       Chapter one deal with Egypt- Sudan relation which started with MohamedAli conquest of Sudan in 1821 up to the dawn of Egyptians Revolution of23/July 1952 and its aftermath till to the insurgent of 1969 in Sudan.Chapter two focuses on the Rebel of 25of May 1969and Nomiri polices towards the united Arabian Republic Also discuss the warmactivities of the political opposition of different parties and organizationsagainst nomiri regime        Chapter three devotes to explore the policies and explore the policies ofmutual co-operation in political and economic fields in order to reach fullintegration in these two matters between them        Chapter four Sheds light on the relation between the two countries during
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the period (1978-1981) which remark by two accurate issues; the first is theEgypt recogniztion " Israel" as accepted state in the regan, the second is theEgyptians government signed a peace treaty with Israel at camp David1979.Nomiri attitude at the    beginning and because of the popular boiling.Namiri do not speak openly but become quiet silent, after a while, he stronglybacking AL-Saddat .Nomiri attitude towards the Arab National issues and inparticular the Palestine question .all these problems find faver on this chapter.


